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Gastric cancer with response of Metastatic was identified as poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma with presented with upper gastrointestinal bleeding in February 2007.
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Complete Response of Gastric Cancer with Anti-Met Therapy

It is also the first to report biomarkers that predicted correlated with MetMAb treatment response initially and at the time of recurrence.

Autocrine production of hepatocyte growth factor, the growth factor ligand of Met.

Cancer Discovery; 1(7); (Fig. 2A).

The margins were free of tumor. Postoperatively, the nodule was palpated in the gallbladder that was consistent with perigastric lymph nodes were involved. Intraoperatively, a serosal curvature of the stomach with no evidence of metastatic involvement was noted.

After 6 cycles of biweekly FOLFOX, imaging revealed stabilization of disease. The patient underwent a total gastrectomy with D2 lymphadenectomy.

Frequent Alterations and Epigenetic Silencing of Differentiation Pathway Genes in Structurally Rearranged Liposarcomas


Précis: Dedifferentiated liposarcomas harbor recurring HDAC1 mutations and exhibit aberrant methylation, suggesting that epigenetic therapies may be effective in these tumors.

Combination Epigenetic Therapy Has Efficacy in Patients with Refractory Advanced Non–Small Cell Lung Cancer


Précis: Objective, long-lasting responses are observed in patients with NSCLC treated with azacitidine and entinostat.

Amplification of CRKL Induces Transformation and Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor Inhibitor Resistance in Human Non–Small Cell Lung Cancers


Précis: Overexpression of the CRKL adaptor protein activates oncogenic signaling pathways and promotes drug resistance in NSCLC.
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Juergens and colleagues present results from a phase I/II trial showing that combined epigenetic therapy with azacitidine and entinostat can elicit objective responses, including one complete and one partial response, in refractory metastatic non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). A decreased methylation signature in response to treatment was associated with longer overall and progression-free survival, indicative of on-target epigenetic effects. Furthermore, several patients had objective responses to subsequent anticancer therapies. This combination epigenetic therapy may therefore be effective in reversing the epigenetic mechanisms driving the progression and resistance of NSCLC. For details, please see the article by Juergens and colleagues on page 598.